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Abstract

This paper introduces a new architecture for automating the generalization of program structure and the recognition of common patterns in the area of malware analysis. By using massively parallel processing on large malware program sets we can recognize common code sequences, such as loop constructs, if-then-else structures, and subroutine calls. We can also recognize common subroutine sequences. The Concordia architecture generalizes the recognized elements so they can be collected into invariant forms. The invariant forms can be used by the analyst to understand the program being analyzed. The invariant forms can also be used to classify large numbers of programs automatically.

Motivation

Current practice in malware analysis uses our most expensive resource, namely the analyst, to analyze programs one at a time. The large volume of malicious programs is rapidly overwhelming our ability to analyze malware in a timely manner. The analyst has few tools to automatically classify a particular program into useful categories, so as to understand important properties of malware evolution and trending. Thus each new program analysis often “starts from scratch.” When starting from scratch on a new program the analyst has little ability to recognize general structure such as standard library code, sorting and searching routines, and common machinery like command line option handling.

We need to restructure our approach to handle the volume of incoming programs, well over 5000 per day. Given this large catalog of malicious programs, we want to use it as a basis for analysis. In particular, we would like to be able to achieve two goals. The first goal is “bottom up” in that we want to recognize, extract, and generalize common elements in a new program so the analyst can focus on the new material. The second goal is “top down”, we would like to capture and use the knowledge of past programs so analysts can benefit from each other’s work. In essence, Concordia represents a new type of reverse engineering [3] targeted to analysis and classification of malicious code.

Background

This work draws on three streams of research, supervised learning, Hawkin’s cortex architecture, and Google’s Map/Reduce architecture.

Concordia uses unsupervised learning at the lower layers; specifically we use a form of non-statistical hierarchical clustering [6]. The input stream can contain tags that associate program fragments with their original source. Small program fragments are clustered at higher layers to group common elements. The metrics used for clustering are based on Function Extraction (FX) technology for automated software behavior computation [2,7,9,10] as is explained in the body of the paper.

At the upper layers learning is supervised. We use information gained from the analyst to label clusters of code sequences. If a cluster of program fragments is known to have the same semantics, for instance, being an iterated-conditional-swap and the analyst labels one of the elements in the cluster as a sort then all code sequences in that cluster are sorts. This captures the experience from one analyst so it can be used by all.

Concordia uses the structural organization found in Hawkin’s [5] explanation of the cortex of the brain. Hawkins conjectures the function of each cortex layer in a feed-forward, feed-back mechanism to construct invariant representations from sensory data. This work is used as a guide to partition Concordia into manageable semantic layers. The definition of the function of layers in Concordia is presented in the body of the paper. The invariant we strive to achieve is to recognize a class of malicious program (e.g.
VMProtect) no matter what particular instruction sequences are used.

Finally, since the malicious code task needs to handle extremely large volumes of data we arrange the system to work in parallel at every level. Map/Reduce [1] and Hadoop [17] are the models for the control organization.

**Novelty**

Concordia introduces the notion of “chipping” programs which reduces programs to primitive sequences. Using FX technology, we can extract the exact semantics of these chips despite different instruction order. FX allows us to cluster based on program semantics. Bottom up semantic clustering combined with top down semantic tagging gives us the ability to recognize program behavior such as sorting.

![Figure 1: Google Map/Reduce](image1)

**Architecture**

The Concordia design is fully parallel so its implementation can handle large volumes of data. The top level control structure follows the Google Map/Reduce architecture [1] as shown in Figure 1.

Concordia expects a single program as input. Each stage of the processing of that input can be done in a parallel fashion on program chunks. Since there are no dependencies between the programs being processed, many thousands of programs can all be analyzed in parallel.

**Map Process**

We refer to the initial processing of a program as “wood chipping.” Basically, each program entered into the repository gets mapped into chips that are two instructions long, where each chip overlaps the prior one. Another process breaks the same program into overlapping sequences of three instructions. Yet another process breaks the same program into overlapping sequences of four instructions. So you'll see instructions (1,2,3,4), then (2,3,4,5), then (3,4,5,6), and so on, as the chips of length four. Thus, a single input program gets processed multiple times in parallel to create these instruction sequences as shown in Figure 2.

This “chipping process” we have described is tailored to virus program analysis. If the goal was to process other massive data sets, for example, the images of bubble chambers for particle searching, the chipping process might slice individual particle tracks out of the image data.

![Figure 2: The Repository Cords Cords](image2)
results of equivalence metrics such as the conditional concurrent assignments from Function Extraction. We might wish to know that a piece of code came from a library like glibc so we can recognize it later. Chips that fall into the equivalence class with library code would have the same Function Extraction semantics and thus perform the same function despite obfuscation.

**Reduce Process**

The Reduce processing is broken up into 6 stages. The early stages process individual program chips in an independent fashion. Later stages look for common elements and are less parallel. However, the earlier stages combine and filter their data so the later stages have less data to process.

**Reduce Process Stages**

The Concordia reduce process has 6 stages:

1. Recognition
2. Equivalence
3. Classification
4. Generalization
5. Invariance
6. Prediction

These stages gradually move from raw input to more generalized input. We'll discuss the stages one at a time.

**Stage 1: Recognition**

The first step is to make the program chips unique. Thus when we find a particular code sequence in 5000 programs we collect them together. Clearly a program text that occurs frequently is of great interest.

Duplicate program sequences can occur frequently because library code is loaded at fixed offsets, and common program startup code such as the C runtime stub, CRT.o will occur in every C program.

The cords are all bound together so further stages see all of these duplicate chips as a single item but the individual cords can still carry information about the original source of the chip.

**Stage 2: Equivalence**

The next step is to group the chips into equivalence classes. In general, it is more likely to see pieces of programs which are equivalent but not the exact same code, due to variations in addresses, statement order, or optimizations. The notion of “equivalence” is vital to the process since this is where we discover that apparently distinct program fragments really have the same meaning. We will describe two ideas briefly to illustrate the kind of equivalence metrics of interest:

- Lambda reduction
- Function Extraction

With lambda reduction, a plane is formed. The X-axis of the plane will represent state locations in the machine. The Y-axis represents state changes over time. We are looking for equivalent patterns in space and/or time.

**Equivalence: Lambda reduction**

Consider the X-axis. We assign main memory locations starting at 0, up to the limit of memory. We assign other storage such as disk space with higher numbers on the X-axis. So memory location 100 would be at X=100.

We use the negative limb of the X-axis to locate registers and other machine state. So the EAX register might be at -12, EBX at -16, etc.

```
Store M,EAX
Move EAX,EBX
Load EBX,M
```

**Figure 3: Lambda reduction of swap**
Using this linear layout of memory we can look at a simple piece of code to swap to values.

Here we perform three steps. Step one is the renaming of storage locations into X-axis locations. The special case of registers is removed. Step two renames the machine instructions into move instructions which removes the machine specific instructions. Step three involves a lifetime analysis to remove the temporary variable and generate a lambda form. This “lambda reduction” technique is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Equivalence: Function Extraction**

The second equivalence idea is to use Function Extraction technology [2,7,9,10]. Here the idea is that we compute the actual behavior of the program chip and express the behavior using “conditional concurrent assignments” (CCAs). The Function Extraction behavior is independent of the program specifics and expresses what the CPU will actually compute. This can be used to recognize, for example, that the four code sequences shown in Figure 4 all perform a “swap” operation:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a &= x; \\
  x &= y; \\
  y &= a \\
  x &= x - y; \\
  y &= y + x; \\
  x &= y - x \\
  x &= x \times y; \\
  y &= x \times y; \\
  x &= x \times y \\
  a &= x - y; \\
  \text{if} \ (a > 0) \ \
  \text{then} \ \{x=x-a; \ y=y+a\} \\
  \text{else} \ \{x=x+a; \ y=y-a\}
\end{align*}
\]

*Figure 4: Function Extraction of swap*

The end result of the equivalence process is to gather together code sequences that are equivalent under some user-defined metrics. At this point we have taken the various program chips and made them into uniform equivalent groups.

**Stage 3: Classification**

Now we consider the structural semantics of the cords and their associated chips. This phase constructs classifiers for program sequences. Classifiers are active elements that “bind” to their specific site. We would like to consider the repository to be similar to a pool of enzymes. The analyst “dips” a new program into the pool and when it is extracted, there will be parts of the program with cords attached. These cords “bind” to the equivalent structures of code found in the analyst’s program. To do this we construct patterns that represent the general case of the equivalent program.

![Figure 5: Swap cord classifier](image)

The swap classifier shown in Figure 5 has a binding site for each of the important pieces of code that need to be part of the swap sequence.

The conditional classifier shown in Figure 6 has a binding site for each important piece of code. Notice that there are sections of the conditional which could contain arbitrary code sequences.

![Figure 6: Conditional cord classifier](image)

The iterator classifier shown in Figure 7 has a binding site for each important piece of loop control code.
Figure 7: Iterator cord classifier

These active classifiers work similar to enzymes, looking for, and attaching to compatible binding sites represented by compatible code sequences. The active code classifiers ignore code which does not involve their particular pattern. Conditionals, for instance, would involve the body of the “then” and “else” cases in a standard if-then-else program statement. The classifier is matching control structure and would ignore those statements, leaving them to other cords to match.

In general, these matches can nest, as they do in the case shown above where the swap sequence is nested within the conditional sequence and that is nested within the iterator. Cord Enzymes are illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Cord Enzymes

Stage 4: Generalization

In the generalization phase we move from structural recognition to the semantics of the program chunks. When the repository is initially populated we do not know anything specific in this phase. We can infer from repetition that certain kinds of forms occur frequently. We can infer that there is something interesting about them. But we need information either from the analyst or from semi-automated tools to help name the structures we recognize.

A semi-automated method of recognizing structures would be to feed the repository with “tagged” pieces of program code. For instance, the standard C library routine strcpy would be tagged at chipping time. That code fragment would have an associated cord and pattern that could be recognized and tagged in every other program that uses libc.

An analyst or repository maintainer can recognize and tag certain common patterns manually. For instance, notice that in Figure 8 above we have the nested set of cords:

Iterated Conditional Swap

This is almost certainly a sort routine. Other common patterns might be

Search == Iterated Conditional Compare
Initialize == Iterated Unconditional Assignment
Map == Iterated Function Application

A whole series of other recognizable patterns might include filter, map, reduce, collect, fold, take, drop, broadcast, collect, replicate, mapcar, maplist, fork, and join.

Virtual Instructions

In the virus area, there is a technique of virus obfuscation that involves using a virtual machine instruction set. The idea is to make up a sequence of instructions for a virtual processor that perform some operations, such as add, load, shift, etc. and then compile the actual instructions into obscure code sequences using these virtual instructions.

Concordia can recognize that such code sequences exist, find their boundaries, and use Function Extraction to compute their behavior. We can
recognize the common **add** subsequence. However, we cannot generate the label “add.” That would have to come from an analyst. Once the label is recognized in a single program it will be applied to all programs that also contain the **add** subsequence. This naturally leads us to the next topic of invariance.

**Stage 5: Invariance**

At this point we can recognize chunks of a program and we can leverage information gathered by an analyst to inform us of program features.

The invariance layer is directed toward whole program information and features rather than parts of the program.

Consider the case of a particular virus that has a copy of the C library routine `strcpy`. What can we infer from this code? It turns out that various compiler switches can wildly affect the size of the code that will be generated. The various Concordia phases add pieces of information that turn out to be very useful for the analyst.

First, the map process (chipping) phase can be used to chip the standard C library code with various compilers and compiler settings. This tag information would be added before chipping. Each of these cords associated with the chip would carry the tag that provides information about the compiler options used.

The Function Extraction technology in the equivalence phase can reduce these wildly varying code sequences to a single equivalence class based on their behavior. Thus, all of the `strcpy` code blocks could be recognized even if we didn't know that it was named `strcpy`.

The classification cord enzymes would recognize the `strcpy` code sequence and since we have an associated tag it can be properly labeled.

The generalization phase normally generates random names for sequences. However, if we know certain patterns and their associated names (e.g. swap) we can better recognize that these combine into larger patterns such as “sort.”

The invariance phase now (potentially) knows what compiler and what command line options were used to compile this program. This “whole program” information would be presented to the analyst.

Another example of invariance inference involves the use of the virtual instructions mentioned above. If we can find the code sequences for virtual instructions we can conclude that the obfuscation mechanism was used for this program. In particular, if the analyst has tagged the sequences such as add, load, shift, etc. we can know what the program is doing. Better yet, if we can find the tool online that was used to create this virtual obfuscation we could identify what was used to obscure the virus.

A third example comes from the data structures within the program. The C++ language uses C-structs that contain function pointers and data that represent the object. Objects that inherit from that object have a backward pointer to the original struct. By observing the data layout we can infer that this program follows the hierarchical inheritance paradigm.

Calling sequences that incorporate these struct pointers as the first item in a calling sequence are very likely to be object-oriented programs.

Other indicators within the program imply the use of particular design patterns. If all of the subprograms are accessing a common queue we can recognize a boss and workers pattern.

Ultimately we can compare and contrast programs to find behavior which is unexpected. For example, if we tag and chip a copy of Windows Notepad into the repository and we find a version of the same program, we might note that the “virus” form of the program has code to access the network which does not exist in the original code. In this way we can highlight behavior identified by function extraction to be unexpected and worthy of attention.

The ultimate goal of the invariant phase is to provide high level general information to the analyst. Ideally we would be able to say that “this code is Windows Notepad with additional network behavior. That is, we have highlighted to the analyst that we have found uncommon behavior based on prior experience with Notepad.

**Stage 6: Prediction**

The repository represents the accumulated experience of analyzing many viruses from the catalog along with the accumulated wisdom of the analysts.

The prediction phase interacts with the analyst to query and extract “similar” programs, or programs with features in common with the program under
study. Thus, the analyst could do a SQL-style SELECT from the repository for all programs which were compiled with GCC 4.2, using the virtual instruction set, and accessing the network. On finding these other programs in the repository, it might be possible to conclude this is a duplicate.

One key advantage of Concordia is that it can adapt to new viruses in a dynamic way. A new virus will form its own cluster. This will provide an early warning system for new threats, which is a vital tool for concentrating effort on emerging problems.

In addition, Concordia gathers knowledge gained, so any annotations done by the analyst can be pushed into the repository and the information tag will follow the cord all the way back through the process. In this way the system gradually learns what is known and shares this knowledge with all users.

Implementation

The whole design of Concordia is massively parallel, both at the level of single program analysis and at the level of multiple program analysis. In order to fully leverage this parallel nature, an implementation needs to be very careful about the details to ensure that there are a minimum number of points where shared state occurs.

Portions of Concordia have been implemented in a system to detect a particular virus that uses polymorphic packing in order to obfuscate the program. The implementation found 132,000 instances of this technique in 3.9 million programs in a malware catalog [17]. The cluster metric is based on the first 100 bytes of program code. This gives us a practical demonstration of clustering based on code chunks. The polymorphic packing scanner program was not done in parallel. One scan of the catalog took about 10 minutes. Given the number of newly arriving programs this would not be able to recognize more than one type of virus in near-real time. As more recognizers are added the work would have to be done in parallel if we are to perform recognition and classification in near real time.

Benefits

Concordia is designed to handle the flood of malware programs. It automatically extracts program structure and creates cords to remember structure it has seen. Concordia automatically classifies at every level of the cord so low level and high level queries can be performed. It applies what it has learned in general to a particular program under study by an analyst and automatically adapts to new kinds of programs that occur in the input stream over time which improves our ability to recognize and handle new threats.

Summary

We have introduced a new architecture for automating the generalization of malware program structure and the recognition of common patterns. By using massively parallel processing on large program sets, we can recognize common code sequences, such as loop constructs, if-then-else structures, and subroutine calls. We can also recognize common library subroutine sequences.

The Concordia architecture generalizes the recognized elements so they can be collected into invariant forms. These invariant forms can be used by the analyst to understand the program being analyzed. The invariant forms also can be used to automatically classify large numbers of programs and dynamically recognize new threats in very short time scales.
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